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Lauren Southern Okay, so I have a feeling there are going to be a lot of angry 

comments on this video, but let's jump into it anyways… 

Bill O' Reilly So, this is a big story, right?  
Pat Robertson We have a shocker for you today!  
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Good Patriot Okay, let's cut the crap and get down to business… 
Lionel Shriver Who are you? 
Rachel Dolezal I did feel that at some point… 
Lionel Shriver Who are you? 
Rachel Dolezal ...I would need to address the complexity of my identity.  
Tucker Carlson But what does that mean exactly?  
Lionel Shriver Most of us spend our lives trying to evolve a nuanced sense of 

ourselves… 

Lacy Jean We are all individual people… 
Lionel Shriver But as far as the identity politics cabal is concerned… 
Brittany Sellner It's a horrible thing, just like feminism! 
Lionel Shriver …all you are is white. 
Pat Robertson Now you know! 
Lionel Shriver Worse, privileged… 
Isaac Butterfield Christ!  
Lionel Shriver ...meaning you should be ashamed of yourself and none of your 

achievements are to your credit. 

Michael Palmer You know, blah blah blah blah blah…  
Bill O' Reilly It's all a bunch of bull! 
Lionel Shriver You should be ashamed of yourself and none of your 

achievements are to your credit! 

Gavin McInnes It's fucking ridiculous… 
Bill O' Reilly Stop with this! 
Jon Stewart What I don't understand is… why so defensive about it? 
Jane Elliot What's your question? 
Robin DiAngelo Answer the question, "What does it mean to be white?"   
Bill Maher This is what I'm trying to figure out… 
Sara Gonzales Facing your whiteness is hard… 
Bill O' Reilly STOP!  
Sara Gonzales And can result in feelings of guilt, sadness, confusion, 

defensiveness...  
Bill O' Reilly Look, you and I are lucky guys—we made it, we worked hard... 
Sara Gonzales …or fear! 



Bill O' Reilly …it's not because we're white! 
Michelle Wolf I know... it's really uncomfortable! 
Jane Elliot Finding out the truth is traumatic… 
Bill O' Reilly STOP!  
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Erin  A lot of these people aren't going to hear words like 'white 

privilege' and understand what it means… 

Joe Rogan Those words—'white privilege'—arggghhh… 
Bill O' Reilly White privilege!  
Bill O' Reilly So do you believe in the White Privilege Theory? 
Peter Vadala I firmly believe that being white isn't a privilege…  
Bill O' Reilly Lemme back that up….  
Peter Vadala It is not a privilege to be white! 
Isaac Butterfield Christ!  
Jon Stewart I want you to admit that there is such a thing as white privilege… 
Bill O' Reilly I am not gonna give in to this white privilege stuff! 
Pat Robertson It is absolute a cult, it is absolute nonsense… 
Joe Rogan Those words—'white privilege'—arggghhh… 

Pat Robertson So what is it exactly? 
Michael Palmer I know what privilege is…  
Bill O' Reilly White privilege!  
Michael Palmer Do white people have privilege?  
Bill O' Reilly Now in South Africa, when apartheid was in place, yuh, you did… 
Michael Palmer Some of them do! 
Bill O' Reilly But that doesn't mean, that because you're born a caucasian, you 

have some kind of privileged status… you don't! 

Lacy Jean No! 
Jon Stewart I want you to admit that there is such a thing as white privilege.  
Bill O' Reilly It's all a bunch of bull! 
Brittany Sellner It's a horrible thing, just like feminism! 
Michael Palmer If you look at the whole idea of white privilege… it's racist… you're 

making assumptions about people…  

Isaac Butterfield Is racism not forming an opinion about someone just on the colour 
of their skin? 

Bill O' Reilly I am not gonna give in to this white privilege stuff! 
Michael Palmer It's simply put, it's outright racism! 
Anon White people talking about race…. 
Gavin McInnes White people (singing) 
Pauline Hanson Now you talk about racism… Let's define the word 'racism'. 
Isaac Butterfield Is racism not forming an opinion about someone just on the colour 

of their skin? 

Pauline Hanson  A racist is a person who believes their race to be superior to 
another.  

Michael Palmer That's what racism is! 



Isaac Butterfield And when it's reverse racism against white people, that doesn't 
make it any less horrible…. 

Tucker Carlson And yet this is the mindset the left has imposed on our country…  
Isaac Butterfield Some people will say that reverse racism—which is racism 

towards white people—doesn't exist… 
Tucker Carlson That's the attitude.. 
Isaac Butterfield According to Vice, it doesn't fucking exist! 
Bill O' Reilly That is called media bias! 
Tucker Carlson As Vice.com succinctly put it a couple of years ago, quote: "It is 

literally impossible to be racist to a white person." 

Pauline Hanson I can well imagine if I'd reversed the words! 
Isaac Butterfield It's literally impossible to be a racist towards a white person… 
Tucker Carlson Pretty much the entire left now takes that as a matter of faith. 

They deeply believe that.  
Jane Elliot Ain't no such thing as reverse racism… 
Tucker Carlson They all think that, every one of 'em… 
Lana Lokteff You know who they is…  
Tucker Carlson They sound very much like old-fashioned bigots… 
Lauren Southern They just hate white people! 
Tucker Carlson Is there really an entire race of people so repulsive, so morally 

repugnant that it is, quote: "literally impossible" to wrong them? 

Isaac Butterfield What I keep coming back to, is if the races were reversed, it would 
be a horrible injustice—no doubt! 

Good Patriot Are you recognizing a pattern here? 
Lacy Jean You know, we can have all these people out there supporting the 

black community. God forbid somebody did that for the white 
community! That would be racist! 

Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Anon White people talking about race…. 
Wolves + Sheeple Now let's go ahead and fast forward to 2015! 
Bill O' Reilly And… the most powerful man in the world… is… a black American! 
Jane Elliot And then they find out suddenly that we've got a black president… 
Wolves + Sheeple We have a black president…. 
Bill O' Reilly …and the most powerful woman in the world—Oprah Winfrey—is 

black! 

Bill Maher The president is black, and the secretary of state is a woman…  
Isaac Butterfield The roles have now reversed! 
Michael Palmer Black privilege is more powerful than white privilege… 
Ben Shapiro And yet all we hear now, is that America is deeply racist and black 

people are still systemically discriminated against… 

Joe Rogan Ha haaaaa 
Ben Shapiro When Obama was president, we were told it meant everything…. 
Jane Elliot That's traumatic—that's where the trauma is…  
Ben Shapiro And then, it turns out, it didn't mean anything…  



Wayne Dolcefino You hear this?  
Ben Shapiro …and that black people are still victims in American society.  
Wayne Dolcefino This is the problem! 
Jane Elliot That's where the trauma is! 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Bill Maher Am I wrong to not want to see race all the time? 
Lacy Jean If you're black, Mexican, A-rab, fucking Chinese… 
Bill Maher Enjoying somebody's company without thinking every minute, "I'm 

with a person of colour!" 
Lacy Jean ...I don't care, what your race is! 
Tomi Lahren I don't see colour. 
Jane Elliot I'm not a racist… why some of my best friends are black! 
Robin DiAngelo I had a black room-mate in college! 
Lacy Jean ...I don't care, what your race is! 
Tomi Lahren I mean I've never used racial slurs to address people… 
Wayne Dolcefino I'm not that guy! 
Tomi Lahren I've never looked down on someone because of their skin colour… 
Lacy Jean Why am I classified as a racist because I am white?  
Tomi Lahren I don't see colour. 
Jane Elliot White people created racism… 
Tomi Lahren To me, true diversity is diversity of thought, not diversity of 

colour… 
Jane Elliot And when some woman says to me, “I don't see colour”...  
Tomi Lahren I don't see colour. 
Jane Elliot I believe that you don't see colour… 
Lacy Jean Blah, blah, blah… 
Jane Elliot We do that in order to maintain the myth of white superiority… 
Erin  You're doing it because you think that you're the good guy… 
Jane Elliot Now we don't want to admit that… 
Michelle Wolf Meeee? No, you can't blame me! 
Jane Elliot ...but that's the way it is.  
Michelle Wolf I didn't do anything! 
Bill Maher I'm one of the good white people…. Jesus! 
Anon White people talking about race…. 
Michael Palmer So what do we know?  
Bill Maher 62% of Americans say they have opinions they're afraid to share!  
Tomi Lahren Because I'm white, so I should shut up? 
Pauline Hanson We can't say anything anymore.... 

Lionel Shriver AKA: “Shut the fuck up!”  
Pauline Hanson We can't have an opinion…. 
Lionel Shriver And not because we're bigots… 
Lacy Jean Just because people are white, doesn't mean they're racist.  



Lionel Shriver ...but because we're fearful that we might inadvertently say the 
wrong thing… 

Lana Lokteff ...which can lead to being branded as a 'racist' or a 'nazi.'  
Lionel Shriver Using the wrong word, reaching for the wrong pronoun… 
Pauline Hanson I don't believe it's just about words… 

Milo Yiannopoulos ....all this kind of like hurt feelings brigade! 
Pauline Hanson We can't say anything anymore....  

We can't have an opinion…. 
Milo Yiannopoulos The left has demonised and censored people who don't take its 

taboos seriously.  
Lionel Shriver Self-censorship is rife, persecution common… 
Bill Maher Every thought needs a disclaimer now… 
Tucker Carlson It's totalitarian! 
Lacy Jean Why is it that I have to censor myself because of your skin colour? 
Tomi Lahren Because I'm white, so I should shut up? 
Lacy Jean I will speak however the fuck I want! 
Sarah Palin And that's not hate speech… it's common sense! 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Benjamin Boyce What's your take on...  
Isaac Butterfield Uh, white fragility? 
Benjamin Boyce ...white fragility! 
Isaac Butterfield It's a bestseller…. 
Pat Robertson It is absolute a cult, it is absolute nonsense! 
Isaac Butterfield Racist, horrible garbage! 
Joe Rogan Ha haaaaa 
Michelle Wolf I know... it's really uncomfortable...  
Michael Palmer You know, blah blah blah blah blah…  
Robin DiAngelo Who's made uncomfortable by this conversation?  
Isaac Butterfield It has been debunked by so many different people… 
Robin DiAngelo Who does it serve…  
Isaac Butterfield ...and yet they're still putting it forward.  
Robin DiAngelo ...not to have this conversation? 
Isaac Butterfield Why? Because it's popular to do it against white people. 
Anon White people talking about race…. 
Jon Stewart What I don't understand is… why so defensive about it? 
Sara Gonzales Facing your whiteness is hard… 
Tucker Carlson Whiteness! White rage!  
Sara Gonzales ...and can result in feelings of guilt, sadness, confusion, 

defensiveness or fear! 
Tucker Carlson They talk about whiteness! 
Jane Elliot That's traumatic - that's where the trauma is…  
Tucker Carlson In universities, it has become an article of faith, that were it not 

for the indelible stain of whiteness, America could be a utopia. 

Mike Smerconish The University of Kansas is offering a class on the study of just 
that… 



Bill O' Reilly Global Whiteness! 
Mike Smerconish And as you can imagine, there are some heated views about the 

class… 
Bill O' Reilly We're gonna have a course on white people…  
Gavin McInnes White people (singing) 
Bill O' Reilly ...but they're bad! 
Michelle Wolf Meeee? no you can't blame me! 
Bill O' Reilly ...they're bad! 
Bill O' Reilly White people are people…  
Lionel Shriver But as far as the identity politics cabal is concerned… 
Lionel Shriver …all you are is white! 
Isaac Butterfield Christ!  
Jon Stewart Why is that white people get so defensive about this? 
Jane Elliot Because if white people have to give up the colour of their skin as 

being something that makes them perfect, what do they have 
left? 

Pat Robertson Now that's ‘Critical Race Theory’… 
Tucker Carlson Critical Race Theory! 
Jane Elliot If we start teaching the truth about history...  
Bill O' Reilly It's all about white supremacy, white supremacy, white 

supremacy….  
Tucker Carlson In universities this is called ‘Critical Race Theories’… 
Jane Elliot It's called education… 
Pat Robertson So what is it exactly? 
Tucker Carlson It's an attitude designed to dehumanise the individual… 
James Adlington You're made to feel ashamed of your colour, of your race… 
Tucker Carlson ...to erase what makes each of us interesting and distinct and 

vital… and reduce us to faceless members of a group….  

Pat Robertson Critical Race Theory says racism exists everywhere… 
Brittany Sellner It's a horrible thing, just like feminism! 
Tucker Carlson It's not critical race theory… It's racism… 
Milo Yiannopoulos ...this brilliantly bonkers idea that only white people can be racist! 

Tucker Carlson It is designed to confuse you... 
Pat Robertson It is a monstrous evil. 
Tucker Carlson It's totalitarian… 
Gavin McInnes I hate racism and racism is white people, so fuck white people… 
Peter Vadala Now that's precisely what children are taught to believe... 
Tucker Carlson Critical Race Theory! 
Pat Robertson Doctor, is there any way out for white people, under this 'Critical 

Race Theory'? 
Lacy Jean You know what? 
Bill O' Reilly White people are people…  
Lacy Jean You're human, just like me… 
Bill Maher None of us chose to be born white… 



Rachel Dolezal You know, you can't change who you are…  
Lacy Jean No! 
Lionel Shriver The colour of my skin is an arbitrary accident… 
Bill Maher Hating all things white, is just tedious virtue-signalling…  
Lacy Jean Because you know what? Not all white people are racist! 
Peter Vadala In any event, what does this have to do with you being white? 
Jane Elliot What's your question? 
Robin DiAngelo Answer the question, "What does it mean to be white?"   
Bill O' Reilly White people are people…  
Bill Maher And you are not uncool just because you're white!  
Rachel Dolezal You know, you can't change who you are…  
Lionel Shriver Who are you? 
Bill Maher This is what I'm trying to figure out… 
Lacy Jean I know who I am… 
Lionel Shriver Who are you? 
Lacy Jean I am a white girl…. 
Good Patriot Hi America! I'm Good Patriot and I'm a racist piece of trash… 
Bill Maher A lame, white loser! 
Good Patriot ...well, not a regular racist, I'm actually a subconscious racist. 
Michael Palmer I don't think that I'm a racist, therefore…  
Michael Palmer ...I must be a racist. 
Tomi Lahren Ironic! 
Good Patriot I'm so racist that I don't even know how racist I am… 
Bill Maher You wanna be told what a disgusting piece of white shit you are, 

you white piece of shit.  
Michael Palmer I'm a big racist…. 
Pauline Hanson ...and white trash!  
Isaac Butterfield Christ!  
Bill Maher I mean that's what you wanna hear, isn't it? 
Sarah Palin …the ugly, ugly charge of racism! 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Michael Palmer Ever since Donald Trump was elected president of the United 

States, virtually every day—either directly or indirectly—I've been 
told that I am a racist… 

Lana Lokteff Although Trump is president, we live in a leftist-dominated 
culture… 

Lacy Jean And it's really sad that everybody wants to sit and pull the race 
card… 

Joe Rogan Boom! 
Isaac Butterfield Why? Because it's popular to do it against white people… 
Michael Palmer You're racist!  
Michael Palmer You know, curb your privilege!  
Lionel Shriver AKA: “Shut the fuck up!” 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 



Lacy Jean So I'm sitting here, I'm reading my Facebook, as I do every day… 
Michael Palmer I'd be on Twitter or Facebook... 
Lacy Jean ...and again, I'm seeing how white people are racist. 
Michael Palmer ...and somebody would… tell me I was a racist. 
Lacy Jean And I want everybody out there to really come correct with your 

motherfucking selves… 

Michael Palmer Whatever I'd said or posted, was racist! 
Lacy Jean Because you know what? Not all white people are racist! 
Michael Palmer I'd turn on the news and there'd be somebody talking, a 

politician… 
Lacy Jean Blah, blah, blah… 
Michael Palmer ...explaining to me, that basically I was a racist.  
Sarah Palin The ugly, ugly charge of racism! 
Michael Palmer Every day, day in and day out… 
Elsa Schieder Ah, I can just hear the outcry: "bunch of racists, blah blah blah 

blah." 
Good Patriot Are you recognizing a pattern here? 
Michael Palmer You're racist!  
Michael Palmer You know, curb your privilege!  
Michael Palmer Every day, day in and day out… 
Michael Palmer You're racist!  
Bill Maher Who's the racist, and why? 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Joe Rogan Boom! 

Bill Maher So, he was called a racist and lost his job, and you were called a 
racist and lost your job, do I have it right? 

Sharon Osbourne That's exactly how it went… 
Bill O' Reilly This is horrendous! 
Sharon Osbourne Um, it's so many different things... I'm angry... I'm hurt...  
Tucker Carlson It's all so ugly and awful! 
Michael Palmer You're racist!  
Tucker Carlson That's the attitude.. 
Michael Palmer How many ways can one be a racist? 
Sharon Osbourne I’ve been called so many things in my life, I am so used to being 

called names, but a racist is one I will not take.... 
Lacy Jean Why am I classified as a racist because I am white?  
Sarah Palin This is so ridiculous! 
Isaac Butterfield Christ!  
Michael Palmer And the problem is… 
Michael Palmer The feeling that I used to get when I was called a racist, is now 

gone… 
Lacy Jean I'm so sick of having to feel bad… 
Michael Palmer Now it's almost something that I laugh off… it's like, again?  
Lana Lokteff Yeah, honestly—because it's so over the top, it's become comedy 

to me! 



Michael Palmer It doesn't mean anything anymore. It's lost its shelf life… 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Tomi Lahren It's funny: some are calling me 'racist' in the same sentence they 

call me 'cracker.' Ironic! 

Pauline Hanson That is racist in itself! 
Tucker Carlson It's racism! 
Sharon Osbourne I’ve been called so many things in my life… 
Bill O' Reilly White trash! 
Michael Palmer You know, blah blah blah blah blah…  
Isaac Butterfield That is racism! 
Lana Lokteff Neo-Nazi, white trash, trailer park girl! 
Isaac Butterfield This is racism! 
Pauline Hanson Well, I've had it up to here with my tolerance… 

Bill O' Reilly I gotta tell ya, I don't even read it, I don’t care what they say… 
Lauren Southern I don't care anymore—I don't care if you guys hate me, I'm not 

looking for your approval anymore… 

Milo Yiannopoulos The time for that is over! 

Lauren Southern Fine, call me a Nazi! Fine, call me deplorable! 
Lacy Jean You wanna think I'm a racist? Think I'm a racist! 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Good Patriot Okay, let's cut the crap and get down to business… 
Anon White people talking about race…. 
Jon Stewart What I don't understand is, why is that white people get so 

defensive about this? 

Erin  White people are being attacked on several different fronts…  
Isaac Butterfield White people are becoming the targets for some strange reason, 

and it is absolutely disgusting! 

Erin  White people feel as though they are specifically being singled 
out… 

Isaac Butterfield Why? Because they are white! 
Erin  They see it as racial discrimination...  
Isaac Butterfield People attacking people because of the colour of their skin, not 

the content of their character… 

Erin  They are the ones that feel oppressed... 
Jane Elliot That's traumatic—that's where the trauma is…  
Bill O' Reilly STOP!  
Jane Elliot …living a lie.  
Joe Rogan Ha haaaaa 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Jane Elliot It's a lie! 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Cenk Uygur Obviously, that's not how the good folks at Fox News see it...  
Lionel Shriver Have you noticed how many headlines these days involve race?  
Tucker Carlson Whiteness! White rage!  



Bill O' Reilly It's all about white supremacy, white supremacy, white 
supremacy….  

James Adlington …this indoctrination going on that, white man bad, white man bad! 
Ben Shapiro Look at me. I mean, do I look like a physical threat to anybody?  
Isaac Butterfield Christ!  
Bill O' Reilly Stop with this! 
Erin  These white men feel like they are being singled out as being 

especially terrible...  

Michael Kimmel The increased amount of violence and anger coming from white 
men, comes from that feeling of being unjustly victimised… 

Erin  They are the ones that feel oppressed... 
Wayne Dolcefino You hear this? This is the problem! 
Erin  And if you watch a lot of mainstream news outlets, it's not hard to 

understand why… 

Milo Yiannopoulos It's currently, in the media, open season on the 'straight white 
male.' 

Lana Lokteff Let's take a moment to recollect upon just a few articles about 
straight white men, shall we?  

Bill O' Reilly That is called media bias! 
Tucker Carlson White men! They're the problem! You hear that so often… 
Isaac Butterfield Take for example, Sarah Jeong of the New York Time! In tweets, 

she said: "It's kind of sick how much joy I get out of being cruel to 
old white men." 

Pauline Hanson That is racist in itself! 
Tucker Carlson Later she said that white people smell like dogs… 
Sarah Palin This is so ridiculous! 
Tucker Carlson Here's another one, quote: "White people have stopped breeding. 

You'll all go extinct soon. That was my plan all along." 

Isaac Butterfield Can you imagine the uproar if you changed 'white' to any other 
colour?  

Gavin McInnes It's fucking ridiculous  
Tucker Carlson It's totalitarian! 
Cenk Uygur Just calm down, everybody's gonna be okay! 
Michael Moore What are you scared of?  
Bill Maher Like a lot of white males… He's owned the world for so long, he's 

going a little crazy now that he doesn't… 

Joe Rogan Ha haaaaa 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Bill O' Reilly So this is a big story, right?  
Bill Maher It's about how pathetic and clueless white American males have 

become… 

Cenk Uygur Now I know that's a big statement… 
Jane Elliot ...but that's the way it is! 
Bill Maher Because men have always been in charge, especially white men… 
Tucker Carlson White men! They're the problem! You hear that so often… 



Jane Elliot Now we don't want to admit that… 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Jane Elliot ...but that's the way it is! 
Bill Maher Because for hundreds of years, white penises were America. 

White penises found America. They made the rules and they called 
the shots in the workplace, in the home and at the ballot box… 

Bill O' Reilly That was then… 
Bill Maher But now the unthinkable is happening… White penises are 

becoming the minority…  
Bill O' Reilly …this is now! 
Bill Maher This is what conservatives are really upset about! 
Bill O' Reilly This is horrendous! 
Bill Maher If penises could cry, and I believe they can… 
Joe Rogan Ha haaaaa 
Bill Maher ...then white penises are crying all over America! 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Michael Palmer So what do we know?  
Jane Elliot White people are scared to death right now, particularly white 

males… 
Michael Moore What are you scared of?  
Jane Elliot They're scared to death that they are going to lose their power in 

the future, and they are! 

Tucker Carlson Pretty much the entire left now takes that as a matter of faith—
they deeply believe that.  

Cenk Uygur The white establishment, it's going—what are we gonna do? 
Tucker Carlson They all think that, every one of 'em… 
Lana Lokteff You know who they is…  
Lana Lokteff Everything they say essentially leads to a world without white 

people… 
Tucker Carlson But what does that mean exactly?  
Pat Robertson And how is this weaponisation of race becoming a dangerous 

threat to our freedom?  

Bill Maher This is what I'm trying to figure out… 
Lana Lokteff Understand that the people who call themselves 'anti-racists,' are 

in fact 'anti-white.'  

Bill O' Reilly Lemme back that up….  
Tucker Carlson Quote: "White people have stopped breeding. You'll all go extinct 

soon. That was my plan all along." 

Lana Lokteff They want us dead. The left has always fallen back on mass 
murder, rape, torture and theft. It's what they do! 

Isaac Butterfield White people are being murdered… Why? Because they are white! 
Bill O' Reilly This is horrendous… 
Lana Lokteff They want you—straight, white guy—destitute, suffering… and 

then dead! 
Isaac Butterfield Christ!  



Ben Shapiro Look at me. I mean, do I look like a physical threat to anybody?  
Lacy Jean No! 
Tucker Carlson And yet this is the mindset the left has imposed on our country.  
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Tucker Carlson In universities, it has become an article of faith, that were it not 

for the indelible stain of whiteness, America could be a utopia. 

Ben Shapiro If your idea of a utopia is a place where there's no quote-unquote 
'white influence'… 

Lana Lokteff Everything they say essentially leads to a world without white 
people… 

Lana Lokteff And without white people, there is no western culture… 
Lacy Jean I have three babies… 
Wayne Dolcefino You hear this? 
Lacy Jean ...I'm scared to death of what their future holds.  
Wayne Dolcefino This is the problem! 
Lana Lokteff They want us dead! 
Tucker Carlson We haven't said that often enough or clearly enough… 
Cenk Uygur Just calm down, everybody's gonna be okay! 
Peter Vadala In any event, what does this have to do with you being white? 
Jane Elliot Right now, white people are really frightened.  
Michael Moore What are you scared of?  
Jane Elliot They're scared to death that they are going to lose their power in 

the future, and they are! 

Cenk Uygur I hope she's right… 
Bill Maher 2010 was the first year in which more minority babies were born, 

than white babies… 

Jane Elliot Within 30 years, white people will be in the numerical minority… 
Bill Maher This is what conservatives are really upset about! 
Michael Moore They are fanatical about this, because they know their time is up… 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Cenk Uygur Among new babies that were born, this happened last year:  
Lacy Jean Blah, blah, blah… 
Cenk Uygur Minorities have become the majority, and whites have become the 

minority! 
Michael Moore So if I could just speak to my fellow angry white American guys…  
Cenk Uygur It turns out now there are more white people dying than being 

born… 
Michael Moore Dudes, give it up!  
Jane Elliot Within 30 years, white people will be in the numerical minority… 
Cenk Uygur For a lot of us, we think, okay, god bless! 
Tucker Carlson That's the attitude.. 
Cenk Uygur Obviously, that's not how the good folks at Fox News see it...  
Bill O' Reilly The white establishment is now the minority… 
Cenk Uygur The white establishment, it's going—what are we gonna do? 



Ben Wattenberg Never before have birth rates fallen so far, so fast… 
Bill O' Reilly This is horrendous… 
Jürgen Dorbritz The total fertility rate in Germany today is 1.3, and it's one of the 

lowest level in the world… 

John Gibson They're not having enough babies to sustain their population… 
Pat Robertson Now you know! 
John Gibson Why is this important? Because civilizations need population to 

survive… 

Cenk Uygur White people—make more kids! 
John Gibson To put it bluntly, we need more babies! 
Cenk Uygur I just need white people to make more babies, just because I'm 

generally concerned about under-population… 

Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Cenk Uygur White people—make more kids! 
Cenk Uygur Just calm down, everybody's gonna be okay! 
Michelle Wolf I know... it's really uncomfortable...  
Jane Elliot It is not the intent of white people to let this situation change in 

favour of anyone but themselves… 

Cenk Uygur White people—make more kids! 
Joe Rogan Ha haaaaa 

Ayla Stewart Now I am serious in that I do believe white people need to have 
babies… 

John Gibson Do your duty. Make more babies! 
Lana Lokteff We can't restore our civilization with somebody else's babies…  
Lana Lokteff Europeans will not go extinct, we will not disappear! We will not be 

blended out. We will never be replaced… 

Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Lana Lokteff Even you anti-whites know this to be true in the bottom of your 

soul… 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Lauren Southern I wanna go back to the identity politics thing here…  
Richard Spencer I care about my people… 
Lauren Southern I don't care anymore—I don't care if you guys hate me, I'm not 

looking for your approval anymore… 

Richard Spencer I care about my identity… 
Lauren Southern Not only do I not care about your approval… 
Richard Spencer I want to expand and deepen my identity… 
Lauren Southern ...but I'm going to get together with other white people and start 

my own identity politics! 

Richard Spencer Identity politics for white people in the twenty-first century.  
Tucker Carlson But what does that mean exactly?  
Robin DiAngelo Answer the question, "What does it mean to be white?"   
Richard Spencer It is about European people having a sense of themselves...  
Lacy Jean I know who I am… 



Richard Spencer It has to be about identity... 
Lionel Shriver Who are you? 
Lacy Jean I am a white girl…. 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Anon It's okay to be white….  

My life is not a hate crime… 
My life is not a hate crime… 

Anon Our country was built on white pride and white civilization… 
Pauline Hanson People have a right to be proud of their cultural background… 
Ayla Stewart Yet when white people want to retain our culture, then we're 

demonised for it… 

Richard Spencer What we need to think about right now is consciousness… 
Anon It's okay to be white….  
JayDaddyRocker It's okay to be white! 
Anon My life is not a hate crime… 
James Adlington It's perfectly alright to be white… 
Anon My life is not a hate crime… 
Peter Vadala Hey, I firmly believe that it's not just okay to be white… 
Lacy Jean You know what? I'm white and I'm damn proud to be white… 
Peter Vadala It's a birthright and it's a blessing… 
Pauline Hanson It is indeed okay to be white… 
James Adlington I've been white all my life—and I'm very, very happy to be white… 
Lacy Jean And I pray to god that every other white person out there, can be 

proud too… 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Jon Stewart What I don't understand is, why is that white people get so 

defensive about this? 

Erin  They don't feel like they are allowed to be proud of their race… 
Anon You know, being proud that you're white is somehow wrong for 

some reason… 
Lana Lokteff You know, anti-whites think that, “Oh you don't have a culture, 

whites don't have a culture”… 
Anon We have 'black pride'! 
Lana Lokteff They now think that white culture is just Big Macs and Coke, right? 
Anon We have 'Mexican pride'!  
Lana Lokteff …so what's worth preserving, right?  
Anon Where is the 'white pride'?  
Erin  The argument feeeels right… 
Lana Lokteff Hating yourself and the people that you come from, will not 

command respect… 
Erin  ...until you really look at it with the context of the rest of the world 

around you. 
Lana Lokteff You, as a white person, did nothing wrong. You have noone to 

apologise to… 

Erin  For the most part, people aren't against you being proud… 



Lana Lokteff Be confident! Have pride in yourself!  
Erin  ...they're against White Pride movements 
Lana Lokteff You know who they is…  
Lauren Southern They just hate white people! They wanna hold up their oink oink 

bang bang signs and just be angry and destructive.  

Lacy Jean You know, we can have all these people out there supporting the 
black community. God forbid somebody did that for the white 
community! That would be racist! 

Erin  White pride usually has pretty negative connotations… 
Richard Spencer The first thing you always hear, and it's become a joke, is, ah… 
Erin  Nazis! 
Richard Spencer ...Adolf Hitler, ah, the Ku Klux Klan, ah the Southern Confederacy. 
Erin  White Pride has been a known neo-Nazi slogan for decades… 
Jane Elliot Now we don't want to admit that… 
Lacy Jean Blah, blah, blah… 
Jane Elliot ...but that's the way it is! 
Erin  Nazis ruined it for everybody… 
Lana Lokteff Stop. Right. There…  
Lana Lokteff None of this concerns you! 
Lacy Jean The past is not the present… 
Elsa Schieder I know about all the wrongs done by whites… 
Lionel Shriver But Germans coming of age today oughtn't to feel personally 

responsible for Dachau… 
Bill O' Reilly That was then. This is now! 
Lionel Shriver If you're white, you accept responsibility for slavery, colonialism 

and the slaughter of native peoples from Australia to America… 

Lacy Jean It's the past! Are we gonna live in it for the rest of our lives? 
Brittany Sellner Just because someone is white, they need to bear the burden of 

all the crimes that every white person has ever committed! 

Lionel Shriver But do we really believe in infinitely inherited guilt?  
Lacy Jean No! 
Erin  Reparations—that's another example… 
Bill O' Reilly They want reparations for slavery for example… 
Lacy Jean Last time I checked, I haven't owned any slaves… 
Ben Shapiro I didn't hold slaves, did you?  
Lacy Jean My mama and daddy haven't owned any slaves… 
Bill O' Reilly Maybe you haven't figured out that, there is no more slavery… 
Lacy Jean Are we going to continue to beat on a dead horse? 
Bill O' Reilly Slavery, reparations… 
Lacy Jean The past is not the present… 
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Joe Rogan Boom! 

Peter Vadala In any event, what does this have to do with you being white? 
Good Patriot I don't have to prove my non-racism to anybody! 



Bill O' Reilly That was then! 
Good Patriot I don't owe black people. And I will not ever apologise, simply for 

being white.  
Bill O' Reilly This is now! 
Lacy Jean We should all feel bad because of what their ancestors went 

through… 
Good Patriot You're not racist. So stop feeling guilty! 
Richard Spencer You've gone through some white guilt indoctrination… 
Lacy Jean I'm so sick of having to feel bad… 
Milo Yiannopoulos The time for that is over! 
Bill Maher Stop apologising! 
Tara McCarthy We will not be collectively punished for the supposed sins of our 

ancestors…  
Lionel Shriver Nor should any of us pretend to feel guilty about something we 

know perfectly well we didn't do….  
Lacy Jean Because it's history! 
Pat Robertson White people are supposed to feel guilty… 
Lana Lokteff I have more guilt than you! I hate myself more than you! 
Bill O' Reilly STOP!  
Anon Tick tock, tick tock… 
Tucker Carlson When you hear people ascribe blood guilt to a specific racial 

group… 
Lana Lokteff Just say no! No! I won't hear it! 
Tucker Carlson ...when you hear them talk about the sin of whiteness… 
Lana Lokteff Screw that!  
Lana Lokteff I carry this much white guilt (holds her hand up in zero shape)—

yeah, zero! 
Lana Lokteff White Guilt! Some white people just can't get enough of it...  
Lana Lokteff The guilt and shame being foisted upon you is fully inappropriate 

and unreasonable.  
Bill Maher Stop apologising! 
Lana Lokteff Screw that! Get off your knees! Never apologise! Be confident! 
Proud White Man I'm not sorry for the colonisation of indigenous peoples…   
Lana Lokteff You are not responsible for the world's problems… 
Proud White Man I'm not sorry for apartheid… 
Lana Lokteff I don't hear anyone else apologising! 
Proud White Man I'm not sorry for slavery… 
Lana Lokteff Walk away from this toxicity—that's all you have to do! 
Proud White Man We're not sorry…  
Erin  Nazis! 
Joe Rogan Boom! 
Lauren Southern Fine, call me a Nazi! Fine, call me deplorable! 
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